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Lesson 1 

Poems from the London Underground 
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Lesson 1 

 

What is slam poetry. 
 

Slam Poetry was started in 1986 in Chicago  by a poet called Mark Smith.  It 

celebrates community life, talking about everyday things that matter to local 

people today.  It’s a dramatic form of poetry that uses sound effects and 

actions to make the audience feel involved.   

 

Slamming can be about any topic from heartfelt love poetry to a critical 

poem on lack of teenage facilities.  Poets are free to choose their own topic 

and style.  Here are some of the general features Slam tends to have:   

 

 presented in a long line down the page. 

 tells a story (narrative) about every day life. 

 Teenage audience 

 Imagery (metaphors or personification). 

 Repetition 

 Sounds like alliteration, assonance and onomatopoeia. 

 Irregular rhyme. 

 Puns – word play. 

 Irregular stanzas  

 Rhythm 

 

Slam poetry has become a huge poetic movement in the USA .  It is most 

well known for its social commentary on ordinary, every day happenings.  
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Lesson 2 

Elizabethan Life 

Life for the poor in Elizabethan England was very harsh. The poor did not 

share the wealth and luxurious lifestyle associated with famous Tudors such 

as Henry VIII, Elizabeth I. Unlike today, there was no Welfare State to 

help out those who had fallen on hard times. There was a lot more of the 

poor than there were rich and there was always the potential for a backlash 

from the poor. In the towns and cities, finding a job was difficult but the 

same thing was occurring in the countryside where changes in the way farms 

worked lead to unemployment for many.  Concern about the poor was at it 

greatest in Elizabeth's time. What did the government do? It made every 

parish responsible for the poor and unemployed within that parish. The 

Justice of the Peace (JP's) for each parish was allowed to collect a tax from 

those who owned land in the parish. This was called the Poor Rate. It was 

used to help the poor 

The Rich in Elizabethan England. 

 

The rich lived very well in this period.  They lived in lavish houses that had 

walls that were heavily panelled and furniture grew more elaborate.  Rushes, 

loose or plaited together to form a rug, were used on the floors. These 

rushes were swept or replaced haphazardly, if at all, early in Tudor times. 

They accumulated layers of filth and fleas over the years. By the end of 

Elizabeth's reign, however, things changed, and the English acquired a 

reputation for cleanliness. Great attention was paid to beds. The feather 

bed made an appearance, replacing the straw mattress. Elaborate four 

poster beds were the mode, and were so highly valued that they are given 

special mention in the wills of the time. 

 

Meals were elaborate and large. Breakfast was simply a light snack, while 

the main meal of the day was dinner, which began at 11 o'clock and lasted for 

three hours. The wealthy sent their children to grammar schools where they 

learnt Latin. English came second place to Latin in the world of books, until 

Spenser and Shakespeare.  
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Shakespeare's heroines were all played by men. Male sopranos 

(called castrati) and immature boys provided the treble voices 

for religious and secular pieces alike. Although a woman may have 

been the most powerful figure of the age, women in general did 

not take part in the burgeoning culture of the age. The majority 

of women remained illiterate, while men took centre stage in the 

arts, politics, medicine, academics and law. It would take several 

centuries more before they would begin to come into their own 

outside of the home. 

 

The living conditions in the towns were appalling. With the 

expansion of trade, people had migrated from the rural villages to 

big cities like London, to find work.  London was well-known as a 

centre of trade for items like wool, silks and leather.  The 

crowded conditions of London meant that animals and people 

shared the same living quarters.  It was not unusual for a family 

of 10 to live in one room with their two pigs and cow. 

 

The houses were mostly built of timber and had thatched roves.  

There was hardly any distance between one house and its 

opposite neighbour.  In fact, it was not uncommon for neighbours 

to shake hands over the divide.  As you can imagine, there was 

little privacy.  A toilet would have been a pale that would have 

been tipped out of the window onto the street. Mind your head!   

 

Lots of people crammed into a limited space resulted in 

arguments, disease and terrible noise pollution.  
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Lesson 3 

 

Which Genre are these: tragedy, 

comedy or history? 

Romeo and Juliet  

Julius Caesar  

The Taming of the Shrew  

Othello  

Macbeth  

Much Ado About Nothing  

King Richard III  

Hamlet  

A Midsummer Night’s Dream  

The Tempest  

King John  

King Henry V  
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Lesson 4 

 

Shakespeare’s Coined Phrases 

 
Look at these phrases Shakespeare has made up in his poems 

and plays, perhaps you recognise some of them. What do they 

mean?  

 Eaten out of house and home 

 • Pomp and circumstance 

 • Foregone conclusion 

 • Full circle 

 • The makings of 

 • Method in the madness 

 • Neither rhyme nor reason 

 • One fell swoop 

 • Seen better days 
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 • It smells to heaven 

 • A sorry sight 

 • A spotless reputation 

 • Strange bedfellows 

 • The world's (my) oyster 
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Lesson 5 

Shakespeare's Coined Words Now Common Currency 

Jennifer Vernon for National Geographic News - April 22, 2004 

 

While William Shakespeare died 388 years ago this week, the English 

playwright and poet lives on not only through his writings, but through the 

words and sayings attributed to him that still color the English language 

today. So whether you are "fashionable" or "sanctimonious," thank 

Shakespeare, who likely coined the terms.  

 

Many of the Bard's verbal gems have been compiled in books like Michael 

Macrone's Brush Up Your Shakespeare, and Coined by Shakespeare by 

Jeffrey McQuain and Stanley Malless. For those with an axe to grind, 

Shakespeare's Insults: Educating Your Wit by Wayne F. Hill and Cynthia J. 

Ottchen serves up the best in Elizabethan retorts. (Count a "fool in good 

clothes" among the choice insults.)  

 

Some may be shocked to learn just how great Shakespeare's sway on 

everyday sayings has been. Take, for example, these phrases from Brush Up 

Your Shakespeare:  

• Eaten out of house and home 

• Pomp and circumstance 

• Foregone conclusion 

• Full circle 

 

According to Macrone's research, some of these sayings have strayed 

slightly from their original meaning once taken out of the context of the 

plays in which they first appeared. Others have veered off the path 

altogether. An example is the modern-day saying "in my heart of hearts." 

Shakespeare's Hamlet actually used the phrase "in my heart of heart," to 

refer to his heart's center. This does make more sense: as Macrone points 

out, it is rather amusing to hear someone imply he or she has multiple hearts 

when using the phrase as it is known today.  
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Claims to Coinage  

Despite Shakespeare's apparently considerable contributions to the 

language, Macrone and other academics are quick to caution that it is almost 

impossible say with absolutely certainty when a word or phrase was first 

used—or even whom to credit for creating it.  

 

In Shakespeare's case, many of the words and phrases attributed to him 

merely debuted in their modern permutations in his writings and can actually 

be traced back to older forms. Other words and turns of phrase are indeed 

"original," insomuch as they are documented in the written record only as far 

back as Shakespeare.  

 

Further compounding the confusion, some experts argue that a prime source 

that attributes many such words and phrases to Shakespeare—the Oxford 

English Dictionary (OED)—perhaps is itself biased toward the Bard.  

 

Jonathan Hope of the University of Strathclyde in Glasgow, Scotland, writes 

in his essay, "Shakespeare's 'Native English,'" that "the Victorian scholars 

who read texts for the first edition of the OED paid special attention to 

Shakespeare: [H]is texts were read more thoroughly, and cited more often, 

so he is often credited with the first use of words, or senses of words, 

which can, in fact, be found in other writers."  

 

Be that as it may, Shakespeare certainly popularized the use of certain 

words through his plays and poems in a way that has been unparalleled. 

Perhaps the true brilliance of Shakespeare's wordplay lies in his alternate 

uses of existing words, such as using a noun as verb. Hope points, for 

example, to Shakespeare's transformation of "lace," a noun borrowed from 

French, into the verb "lac'd" (laced).  

 

The Bard also invented "new" words through the creative use of prefixes or 

suffixes (as in "reword"), and by joining two familiar words to create an 

unfamiliar phrase, like "fier [fire] new," notes Hope.  

 

"Shakespeare probably doesn't borrow words any more or less frequently 

than his contemporaries," Hope writes, "but he does seem to be fascinated 

by … the way meanings can be refreshed and recombined by placing a 

familiar word in an unfamiliar role."  

According to Macrone in Brush Up Your Shakespeare, the Oxford English 

Dictionary credits Shakespeare as the first to use these words, among 
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others: "arch-villain," "bedazzle," "cheap" (as in vulgar or flimsy), 

"dauntless," "embrace" (as a noun), "fashionable," "go-between," "honey-

tongued," "inauspicious," "lustrous," "nimble-footed," "outbreak," "pander," 

"sanctimonious," "time-honored," "unearthly," "vulnerable," and "well-bred."  

 

Shakespeare's influence on everyday speech survived the subsequent shifts 

in language that resulted in the English spoken today. So, to use a familiar 

Shakespeare phrase, it seems that all's well that ends well.  
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Metaphors In twelfth 

Night 

Lesson 7 

 

'Better a witty fool than a foolish wit.' 
Shakespeare's plays were written to be performed to an audience from 

different classes and of varying levels of intelligence. Thus they contain 

down-to-earth characters who appeal to the working classes next to 

complicated plot-lines which would appeal to the aristocrats.  Metaphors 

allow Shakespeare to share a complicated idea in a simple way, so that both 

classes could be entertained.  The names of the characters in Twelfth Night 

are metaphors that give use a clearer picture of what their personalities are 

like.    

 

Can you match the following metaphors with their meaning?  

Draw a line to match the pairs.  
 

Metaphor Meaning 

Sir Toby Belch  the name of a musical instrument with 
a deeper tone than a violin—in other 
words, a more masculine tone. 

Malvolio A saint who was ordered killed 
because he was Christian. 

Feste Ague, meaning fever, and cheek, 
meaning the fleshy side of the face. A 
wine-drinking, red-cheeked fellow. 

Viola A mug of beer given to burping. A toby 
is a jug resembling a fat man; a belch 
is an expulsion of gas from the mouth. 

Aguecheek Jolly, festive, celebrating the joy of the 
moment. 

Sebastian Bad intentions. The prefix Mal means 
bad or evil, as in malicious; volio 
means I wish or I desire. 

Olivia The olive tree, famous for its exquisite 
beauty and a fresh start after the 
famous flood of the Noah’s Ark story 
from the bible.  

 
Lesson 8 
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Teacher’s Notes on Poetry and Prose 
 

 

 

How is poetry used in 
Shakespeare’s plays? 
 

How is prose used in 
Shakespeare’s plays? 
 

To show an artificial construct i.e. 
when a character is lying. 

To show a character’s true 
feelings.  
 

As a symbol of power and 
command over the English 
language. Linked to upper class 
characters.  
 

As a symbol of lowliness and thus 
a lack of command over the 
language. Linked with working 
class characters.  

To express positive emotions.  
For example, to woo. 
 

To express negative emotions. 
For example, hatred or anger. 

To illustrate that a character is in 
control. 

To illustrate a disturbed state 
of mind, or a fall from grace.  
 

A switch from poetry to prose or from prose to poetry is also used to 
signal a change in mood / atmosphere.  
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Shakespeare Fact File 
Important Dates 

 

Born April 23, 1564* 

Christened April 26, 1564 

Married to Anne Hathaway November 28, 1582 

First child, Susanna, christened May 26, 1583 

Twins, Hamnet & Judith, christened February 2, 1585 

Venus and Adonis published 1593 

Lucrece published 1594 

Globe Theatre opened 1599 

Globe Theatre burned down 1613 

Shakespeare died April 23, 1616 

The First Folio published 1623 

 
Plays 

Comedies Histories Tragedies 

All's Well That Ends Well King John Antony & Cleopatra 

As You Like It King Richard II Coriolanus 

Comedy of Errors King Henry IV, Part 1 Hamlet 

Cymbeline King Henry IV, Part 2 Julius Caesar 

Love's Labour's Lost King Henry V King Lear 

Measure for Measure King Henry VI, Part 1 Macbeth 

Merchant of Venice King Henry VI, Part 2 Othello 

Merry Wives of Windsor King Henry VI, Part 3 Romeo and Juliet 

Midsummer Night's Dream King Richard III Timon of Athens 

Much Ado About Nothing King Henry VIII Titus Andronicus 

Pericles, Prince of Tyre 

    

Taming of the Shrew 

The Tempest 

Troilus and Cressida 

Twelfth Night 

Two Gentlemen of Verona 

Two Noble Kinsmen 

Winter's Tale 
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Shakespeare’s will 
 
Shakespeare left the bulk of his estate to his eldest daughter, 

Susanna, including his real estate holdings in Stratford and 

London. The will was amended in respect to his younger daughter 

Judith's inheritance, possibly because of her recent marriage. He 

left her £300 and a silver gilt bowl.  

Shakespeare also provided for his granddaughter, Elizabeth Hall, 

and his sister, Joan, and her sons. He donated 10 pounds to the 

poor of Stratford, a generous sum in those days. 

 

Shakespeare’s Globe 

The image of the Globe - a little thatched turret of a theatre 

with tiered seating and a raised stage - has become an enduring 

symbol of the Elizabethan age.  Its popularity, then as now, firmly 

centred around a man who observed life with a humour and insight 

that has never been equalled. 

The Globe was one of a number of public theatres that suddenly 

sprang up in Southwark towards the end of the sixteenth 

century. Although bull and bear baiting rings had existed for 

some time, until then plays had always been staged on church 

steps or in inn yards.  
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Shakespeare’s Family 
 
 
 
 
 
 

John Shakespeare 

Although there are no other records about the young Shakespeare 
during this period, there is a fair amount of information about his 
father, a glove-maker who also held a number of public offices over a 
twenty year period, ranging from Borough Ale-Taster to alderman to 
bailiff, the highest public office in Stratford. Stratford was a market 
centre for the county of Warwickshire in the rural heartland of 
England.  

From about 1577, when William was 13, John Shakespeare suffered 
financial loss*, and ceased to play a part in local government. His 
situation improved* from 1596 until his death in 1601.  

Mary Shakespeare (Arden) 

Shakespeare's mother was born Mary Arden, the daughter of a well-
to-do landowner in a lesser branch of an aristocratic family. (The 
family gave its name to the nearby Forest of Arden, which turns up in 
As You Like It.)  

It is typical of the period that though many references to John 
Shakespeare's activities survive, only the date of Mary 
Shakespeare's burial (9 September, 1608) was recorded.  
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Shakespeare's brothers and sisters 

 Joan, born 1558, died before 1569.  
 Margaret, born 1562, died 1563 (aged 5 months).  
 (William, born 1564, died 1616.)  
 Gilbert, born 1566, haberdasher, died 1612. (A haberdasher 

sells hats, clothes, thread, ribbons etc.)  
 Joan*, born 1569, married William Hart, died 1646.  
 Anne, born 1571, died 1579.  
 Richard, born 1574, occupation unknown, died 1613.  
 Edmund,* born 1580, "player," died 1607.   

Financial difficulties 

In 1575, John Shakespeare was wealthy enough to buy two houses, 
but in 1577 he stopped attending council meetings, though he was an 
alderman. The following year he mortgaged a property of his wife's, 
and sold her share in another. Later he faced various fines, and lost 
his aldermanic seat. In 1592 he was listed among those who failed to 
attend church, "for feare of process for debtte."  

William to the rescue? 

In 1596, John Shakespeare applied for, and was granted, a coat of 
arms, which would then make him and his family members of the 
gentry; in 1597 William bought the splendid house New Place on the 
main street of Stratford. It seems likely that William's undoubted 
success as shareholder in the Lord Chamberlain's Men (his company 
of actors) allowed him to restore his father's fortunes. (Return)  

Joan Shakespeare's inheritance 

William left his younger sister  

"All my wearing Apparell…and the house with th'appurtenances in 
Stratford wherein she dwelleth."  
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Shakespeare’s Family Tree 

  
Interesting Facts 
 
Apart from Jesus, no one has been more studied in the West than 
William Shakespeare and yet, to this day, many mysteries remain 
about the playwright and his family. 
 

Shakespeare’s School 

 
As the son of a leading townsman, William almost certainly attended 
Stratford's 'petty' or junior school before progressing, perhaps at the 
age of seven, to the Grammar School, which still stands. The 
grammar school's curriculum was geared to teaching pupils Latin, 
both spoken and written. The classical writers studied in the 
classroom influenced Shakespeare's plays and poetry; for example, 
some of his ideas for plots and characters came from Ovid's tales, 
the plays of Terence and Plautus, and Roman history.  
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Shakespeare’s Globe 
 

The Globe Theatre also known as the Shakespeare Globe Theatre was not 

only one of most famous theatre of all time, but the play house where 

Shakespeare performed many of his greatest plays. Built from oak, deal, and 

stolen playhouse frames, the 3 storey, The globe theatre –which holds up to 

3000, co-owned by William Shakespeare has become almost as famous as the 

playwright himself! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The decision to make Shakespeare’s new theatre arose on 1958, as they said it was 

the answer of The lord Chamberlain’s problems The Lord Chamberlain’s Men 

(Shakespeare, J & R Burbage, G Byran, John Hemminges, Augustine Phillips, Thomas 

Pope and Will Sly) had no where else to readily perform their plays. This acting 

troupe needed a new playhouse and fast as their rivals, The Admiral’s Men already 

had the the Rose Playhouse (This was another theatre belonging to Shakespeare) to 

perform their plays 

 

The Globe Theater was a perhaps the most famous and interesting theater in the 

Elizabethan era. The theater was built just outside of London, (in Southwark to be 

exact.) after the reign of Queen Elizabeth I. The main reason the Globe Theater is 

especially famous is the fact that many of William Shakespeare's plays were 

written and preformed there. The idea of creating plays and theaters to perform 

them in was a strange new concept for the Europeans of the Elizabethan Era. 

 

The construction of the Globe was finished by 1599. Its name, the Globe, made a 

very bold claim. "There is nothing in the whole round world ," it seemed to say, 

"which this theatre cannot set before your eyes." * Audiences of the time thought 

this to be hardly a mere exaggeration. The excitement of going to the theatre, the 

most popular form of entertainment back then, is hard for the people of our time 

to imagine!!! 

Outside of the 

globe 

Inside the 

globe 

Birdseye view 

of the globe 


